CONDITION of Work
Ex _____ VG _____ G _____ F _____ P _____
Restoration
__________________________________________________________

Paper:
Creased _____ Patched _____ Laid on ______
Tears  N/V  Pinholes  Other______________________________
Describe  _____________________________________________

Binding:
Creased _____ Patched _____ Tears _____ Separating _____ Other______________________________
Describe  _____________________________________________

Jacket:
Creased    Patched    Tears    Other______________________________
Describe  _____________________________________________

Environmental:
Dirty: Very_____ Average _____ Slightly____  Discolored: Very_____ Average _____ Slightly____
Foxing (arrested) _____ Foxing (active) _____ Where ____________________________
Waterstains    Where
Waterspots    Where
Stains _____ Where
Acid stains     Where
Light stains     Where
Oxidized__ Where_______________________________________

LABELS AND OTHER NOTES: